Many data stewards collect confidential data that include fine geography. When sharing these data with others, data stewards strive to disseminate data that are informative for a wide range of spatial and non-spatial analyses while simultaneously protecting the confidentiality of data subjects' identities and attributes. Typically, data stewards meet this challenge by coarsening the resolution of the released geography and, as needed, perturbing the confidential attributes. When done with high intensity, these redaction strategies can result in released data with poor analytic quality. We propose an alternative dissemination approach based on fully synthetic data. We generate data using marked point process models that can maintain both the statistical properties and the spatial dependence structure of the confidential data. We illustrate the approach using data consisting of mortality records from Durham, North Carolina.
Introduction
Many statistical agencies, research centers, and individual researchers-henceforth all called agencies-collect confidential data that they intend to share with others as public use files.
Many agencies are also obligated ethically, and often legally, to protect the confidentiality of data subjects' identities and sensitive attributes. This can be particularly challenging for agencies seeking to include fine levels of geography, e.g., street addresses or tax parcel identifiers, in the public use files. While detailed spatial information offers enormous benefits for analysis, it also can enable ill-intentioned users-henceforth called intruders-to easily identify individuals in the file.
Because of these confidentiality risks, agencies typically alter geographies and sensitive attributes before disseminating public use files. Perhaps the most common redaction method is to aggregate geographies to high levels like states (or not to release geography at all).
Unfortunately, aggregation sacrifices analyses that require finer geographic detail and potentially creates ecological fallacies (Wang and Reiter, 2012) . Furthermore, when the file includes other variables known to intruders like demographic information, aggregation alone may not suffice to protect confidentiality. Another strategy is to move each record's observed location to another randomly drawn location, e.g., within some circle of radius r centered at the original location. When large movements are needed to protect confidentiality-as can be the case when released data include demographic and other variables possibly known by intruders-inferences involving spatial relationships can be seriously degraded (Armstrong et al., 1999; VanWey et al., 2005) . Suppression and aggregation also are commonly used to redact non-geographic attributes (Willenborg and de Waal, 2001; Hundepool et al., 2012) , as are perturbative methods like data swapping (Dalenius and Reiss, 1982) and adding noise to values (Fuller, 1993) . When applied with high intensity, these methods can result in files having poor analytic quality without adequate confidentiality protection (Winkler, 2007; Holan et al., 2010; Drechsler and Reiter, 2010 ).
An alternative to aggregation and perturbation is to release multiply-imputed synthetic data, in which confidential values are replaced with draws from statistical models designed to capture important distributional features in the collected data. Synthetic data come in two flavors. Partially synthetic data comprise the original units surveyed with some collected values replaced with multiple imputations (Little, 1993; Kennickell, 1997; Woodcock, 2001, 2004; Reiter, 2003 Reiter, , 2004 An and Little, 2007) , and fully synthetic data comprise entirely simulated records (Rubin, 1993; Reiter, 2002 Reiter, , 2005a Raghunathan et al., 2003) . In this article, we focus on fully synthetic data; see Reiter and Raghunathan (2007) for a review of the differences in the two flavors. Fully synthetic data can offer low disclosure risks as the released data cannot be meaningfully matched to external databases, while allowing secondary analysts to make valid inferences for wide classes of estimands via standard likelihood-based methods (Raghunathan et al., 2003; Reiter, 2005b) .
Thus far, synthetic data approaches have been used primarily for data with no or highly aggregated geography (e.g., Abowd et al., 2006; Hawala, 2008; Kinney et al., 2011) or with moderately aggregated geography like block groups or areal regions (e.g., Machanavajjhala et al., 2008; Burgette and Reiter, 2013; Paiva et al., 2014) . For the latter, the basic idea is to aggregate from the point-level to discrete areal units, estimate a model that predicts areal units from individuals' attributes, and draw new areal units from the model as individuals' synthetic locations. These areal modeling approaches do not apply when the goal is to release point-referenced geography, although Paiva et al. (2014) make an ad hoc suggestion to randomly assign each individual to a point within its synthetic areal region. One exception is the work of Wang and Reiter (2012) , who proposed that agencies treat latitude and longitude just like other continuous variables, approximating their conditional distributions given non-synthesized variables and releasing simulated locations by sampling from the models.
They use regression trees (Reiter, 2005c) to approximate the conditional distributions. They also use trees to synthesize attributes conditional on latitude and longitude, treating the geographies as predictors in the tree models.
While the approach of Wang and Reiter (2012) is computationally efficient, it may not preserve local spatial dependence in the confidential data. To do so more effectively, we propose to take advantage of models developed specifically for point patterns, in particular models for marked point processes, to generate fully synthetic data with locations and attributes. In marked point process modeling, there are two general approaches to modeling locations and attributes simultaneously. Attributes (marks) can be modeled as conditional on the locations, where the locations are generated using a point process. Typically, this approach combines standard geostatistical methods with point process theory to create a model where both the marks and the points are considered random (Diggle, 2013) . For example, Rathbun and Cressie (1994) create a space-time survival point process model for forest data where the birth of new trees is modeled using a point process, each tree's growth is modeled using a geostatistical model, and then the lifespan of each tree is modeled using a geostatistical survival model. Alternatively, locations can be modeled as conditional on the marks, which is most sensible when the marks are categorical. In essence, this results in a collection of point processes-each with its own intensity surface-rather than a single point process. Liang et al. (2009) used this approach to model rates of colon and rectal cancer in the greater Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN) area. A similar approach has been used by Guhanyiogi et al. (2011) in the context of specifying knots in the modified predictive process of Banerjee et al. (2010) .
In this article, we present an approach to generating fully synthetic, point-referenced data based on marked point process modeling. We use a fully Bayesian hierarchical model that directly models data with exact geographic locations, categorical marks (e.g., race, gender, education level, cause of death), and non-categorical marks (subject's age). We generate synthetic data using a three-step process, namely (i) generate synthetic versions of the cate-gorical attributes without considering locations, (ii) generate synthetic locations conditional on categorical attributes, and (iii) generate synthetic versions of continuous attributes given the locations and categorical attributes. We illustrate the approach on mortality records from Durham, North Carolina (NC). We note that our approach differs from the that of Zhou et al. (2010) , who use spatial smoothing to mask non-geographic attributes left at their original locations.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the threestep method for modeling marked point processes. In Section 3, we describe how the parameter estimates from the marked point process model can be used to generate fully synthetic datasets in a computationally efficient manner. In Section 4, we illustrate the approach on publicly available mortality data from Durham, North Carolina. In particular, we demonstrate that the approach can preserve spatial structure in the original data and offer high quality estimates of nonspatial regression coefficients. Finally, in Section 5, we provide a concluding discussion.
Methodology for Modeling Marked Point Processes
The methodology we propose for modeling marked point processes is comprised of three main components: the categorical mark model, the point processes, and the non-categorical mark model. These components build upon each other sequentially utilizing a hierarchical (conditional) framework.
Model for categorical marks
Suppose the data comprise N individuals with K combinations of categorical marks. Let n k denote the number of individuals belonging to the k-th combination, where k = 1, . . . , K. A natural choice for modeling the vector n = (n 1 , . . . , n K ) is the multinomial distribution,
where N = k n k denotes the total sample size and θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ K ) denotes the vector of probabilities. It may be useful to put log-linear constraints on θ or to use mixtures of multinomial distributions (Dunson and Xing, 2009; Si and Reiter, 2013; Manrique-Vallier and Reiter, 2014) , particularly when K is large.
Point process model
To model locations, we take an approach similar to that of Liang et al. (2009) and use a logGaussian Cox process for each categorical mark combination. That is, for a set of locations S k corresponding to the k-th combination, a spatial domain D, and an intensity surface
where log
Here, x λ (s) denotes a vector of spatial predictors (e.g., elevation, proximity to a body of water, etc.) with the corresponding vector of regression coefficients β λ | k , w λ | k (s) denotes a random effect that induces correlation in the intensity surface, and s i,k ∈ S k for i = 1, . . . , n k and k = 1, . . . , K. In order to allow for correlation between intensity surfaces, one option is to specify
where Ψ λ accounts for the covariance between surfaces and C λ controls spatial association (say, using a Matérn correlation structure).
Due to the random structure of λ k (·), the integral in (2) is intractable and thus (2) cannot be computed in closed form. Instead, we approximate the integral in (2) via numerical integration, leading to
where S ni = {s i,ni ; i = 1, . . . , n ni } denotes the set of n ni points aligned using a grid for the numerical integration approximation. The choice of n ni depends primarily on the spatial domain being analyzed, though larger values of n ni will result in a better approximation of the integral in (2), provided S ni covers D evenly.
This increases the dimension of w λ to (n k + n mc ). As n k may be large, and as we may require n ni to be large in order to approximate the integral in (2) accurately, this can lead to a computational bottleneck. As such, we use the predictive process of Banerjee et al. (2008) to reduce the dimension of w λ to a more manageable level. In this framework, we define a set of
where
where C λ (s) denotes the vector of spatial correlations between a location s and the knot locations, S * . Details regarding the number and the placement of knots are provided in Section 2.5.
Model for non-categorical marks
The model for non-categorical marks proceeds using standard approaches from the geostastical literature; for further discussion see Cressie and Wikle (2011) and the references therein.
The exact model for the non-categorical marks is problem specific and agencies should use appropriate models for the non-categorical marks found in the data. Here, we describe a model for a continuously varying mark based on a normal regression. In Section 4, where we model age as a non-categorical mark, we describe and use a truncated Poisson distribution.
Let Y k (s i ) be the value of the non-categorical mark for individual i with categorical mark combination k. For a continuously varying Y k (s i ), a typical model is the regression pertaining to the dimension of w Y | k ; thus, we consider the modified predictive process of Banerjee et al. (2010) . This method is similar to the predictive process used for w * λ | k , but here we have
The extra variability added from (5) is necessary to correct for bias in the estimation of σ 2 k (see Finley et al. (2009) and Banerjee et al. (2010) 
Linking the components
We assume conditional independence between the processes and parameters of the geographies and the marks given the data, allowing us to link the sub-models in Sections 2.1 -2.3
sequentially. The resulting posterior distribution can be written as Using the likelihood in (1), for θ we have
where α is a K-vector of probabilities such that α k = 1. In practice, we set α k = 1/K for all k for a noninformative prior specification, though this choice can be adapted depending on the particular application.
Using the model in (2), for (
Here, we assign vague prior distributions for β and C * λ , and we let the hyperparameters for φ λ depend on the spatial range of the data. That said, φ λ has been shown to be difficult to estimate in these types of models. For instance, Liang et al. (2009) opt to fix φ λ at a sensible value based on the maximum distance between knot points in the predictive process. An alternative would be to compare the fits for a number of values of φ λ and choose the value of φ λ which provides the best fit based on some model selection criteria, turning an estimation problem into one of model selection.
Using the likelihood in (4), for (
Here, for i = 1, . . . , n k and k = 1, . . . , K, µ is a mean vector with elements 
Computational details
A benefit of the decomposable nature of this model is that the model can be estimated in parallel. That is, the MCMC algorithm can be run for each sub-model independently of the others, which saves computing time and resources. Further parallelization and hence computational savings can be realized by estimating the models independently for each categorical mark combination, though this would require either fixing the range parameter(s), φ λ and/or φ Y , at sensible values or allowing each combination to have its own range parameter, e.g., φ λ,k . These actions can limit borrowing of strength across combinations; thus, we recommend this strategy only when all n k are sufficiently large. In the NC mortality data synthesis, we fix both φ λ and φ Y to facilitate faster computation. We recommend assessing sensitivity by refitting the model with different choices of these parameters.
As in any knot-based method, the number and placement of knots are important decisions. Regarding the placement of knots, it is quite common to simply place knots by overlaying a grid of the spatial region (e.g. Liang et al., 2009) . Others suggest the use of more sophisticated methods, such as space filling designs (Nychka and Saltzman, 1998) Here, we offer a compromise by splitting the n * knots into two subsets. First, we place n * g knots uniformly using a grid over D, ensuring that we learn about the entire intensity surface. For the remaining n * pp = n * − n * g knots, we first fit a general (e.g., unmarked) point process for the data to find the overall intensity surface; this can be done using the approach described in Section 2.2 using K = 1. After determining where the data are more heavily concentrated, we draw n * pp knot locations using this overall intensity surface. Unlike Guhanyiogi et al. (2011) , however, we do not resample knot locations at each iteration of the MCMC, thereby avoiding additional computational burden. With this approach, our goal is to achieve the benefits of dense knot placement (increased predictive performance) and learn about the entire surface by filling the space, while preserving the computational benefits of having fixed knot locations. In general, we recommend choosing n * g = n * pp such that n * < n k for all k. Furthermore, based on the existing predictive process literature, we choose values of n * near 100 -aiming to strike a balance between predictive performance and computational burden -though in practice this will depend on the particular dataset.
Generating Fully Synthetic Data
Suppose we seek to generate L fully synthetic datasets of size N . We assign categorical marks to each of the N samples by drawing from their posterior predictive distribution. Under the multinomial-Dirichlet model, we can create synthetic mark combinations for all N records in one step. Let n †( ) = {n †( ) k : k = 1, . . . , K} be the number of cases at each categorical mark combination in the -th synthetic dataset. We sample n †( ) using
where θ ( ) is an approximately independent draw from the posterior distribution of θ.
For each record, we next draw a synthetic location from the intensity surface corresponding to its synthetic categorical mark combination. To do so conveniently, we first choose a large number of candidate locations; these serve as the sample space of the synthetic locations. For each of our N s candidate locations, s † , we compute λ ( ) k (s † ) from the -th sample from the posterior predictive distribution. Given our estimated intensity surface, λ ( ) k (·), we can sample from
When available, the candidate pool can include all actual locations (e.g., residential addresses) in D. Otherwise, the pool can be drawn uniformly across D or placed using a fine grid. In the latter case, when the size of the candidate pool is not substantially larger than N , or when certain areas are particularly densely populated, we recommend sampling the n †( ) k locations from the pool with replacement. While sampling with replacement can generate multiple observations at the same location, this is preferred to drawing unlikely locations (with respect to n †( ) and the estimated intensity surface) solely due to an inadequate number of candidate locations. As such, we recommend sampling with replacement using at least 2,500 candidate locations (e.g., a 50 × 50 grid). Of course, the size of the pool should depend on D and the spatial resolution desired.
Once the synthetic individuals have been assigned categorical marks and locations, we next generate their non-categorical marks from their posterior predictive distributions. For example, when Y k (s i ) is assumed to follow (2.3), we sample each synthetic
is an approximately independent draw from the posterior distribution of (µ k , σ 2 k ), for k = 1, . . . , K. When Y k (s i ) is assumed to follow other models, we sample from the corresponding posterior predictive distribution, and similarly for the case of multiple non-categorical marks.
Evaluating data utility
To evaluate the utility of the fully synthetic data, we recommend comparing the distribution of synthetic and original geographies as well as the results of representative statistical analyses on the synthetic and original data. For geographies, we compare the K function of the synthetic geographies to that of the confidential data. The K function (Bartlett, 1964; Ripley, 1976 ) is a measure of spatial dependence such that, for a given radius, h, K(h) is the expected number of events within distance h of an arbitrary event. An estimate of K(h) can be obtained by computing
where |D s | is the area of spatial domain. As discussed in Cressie and Wikle (2011, pp. 210-212) , this estimator is biased in the presence of edge effects; a discussion of edge-corrected estimators can be found in Cressie (1993, pp. 615-618) . Using (6), we can then compute an estimate of the L function,
where positive values of L(h) indicate spatial clustering. For our purposes, we compute (7) for a range of values of h in each of the synthetic datasets and obtain the average over h, denoted K † (h), and then compare the resulting curve (and its pointwise empirical 95% CI)
to that obtained using the original data.
With respect to analyses of the marks, we use the methods in Reiter (2003) to determine point and interval estimates from the synthetic data. These inferential methods-developed for partially synthetic data-are also appropriate for fully synthetic data when (i) the original data can be analyzed as a simple random sample, and (ii) the number of synthetic observations equals the number of original observations. When this is not the case, we recommend using the methods of Si and Reiter (2011) or Raghunathan et al. (2003) .
Evaluating disclosure risks
Intruders cannot meaningfully match fully synthetic records to external files; however, this does not mean that the synthetic data are risk free. In particular, the synthetic data can be subject to inferential disclosure risks (Hundepool et al., 2012) In the first scenario, we assume that an intruder knows someone is at a particular location s 0 and seeks to learn that individual's attributes. In this setting, we consider the inferential disclosure risk to be high if a large percentage of synthetic individuals who are spatially close to s 0 have similar attributes to an individual in the confidential dataset at location s 0 . To assess this, we estimate
for = 1, . . . , L. Uncertainty estimates for this type of risk -henceforth referred to as "Type S Risk" -can be found using the quantiles of p †( )
In the second scenario, we assume than an intruder knows an individual's attributes and wishes to learn the location. Here, the inferential disclosure risk for an individual at location s 0 is high if a large percentage of synthetic individuals with similar attributes are spatially close to s 0 . To assess this, we estimate
for = 1, . . . , L. As before, uncertainty estimates for this type of risk -henceforth "Type A Risk" -can be found using the quantiles of p †( )
As written, both (8) and (9) assume that each synthetic dataset contains at least one observation that is spatially close and at least one observation that has similar attributes.
This may not always be the case for any given s or a , particularly for outlying observations (either spatially or with respect to the attributes). When this occurs, one option is to choose sufficiently large values for these thresholds to ensure that neither (8) and (9) 
North Carolina Mortality Data Example
We now apply the methods presented in Section 2 to create fully synthetic datasets for a database on causes of mortality in Durham, NC in the year 2002. The data comprise N = 6294 records that include the precise latitude and longitude of each individual's residence at time of death (these have been scaled to the unit square). Each record also includes the individual's age (between 16 and 98), race (black or white), sex, level of education, and cause of death. We categorize the level of education into less than high school, high school, and some college. We dichotomize cause of death into an indicator for causes due to cancer or a failure of the immune system versus all other causes. Similar data were used by Wang and Reiter (2012) and Paiva et al. (2014) .
The cross-tabulation of race, sex, education, and the cause of death indicator results in K = 24 combinations, which we treat as the categorical marks. The values of n k range from 79 to 525, so that we have sufficient sample size to estimate the intensity surface for each combination separately. We treat age as a non-categorical mark. Since age is integer-valued and has restricted support, we model it using the truncated Poisson distribution,
Y |k is from a predictive process akin to that used in (3). We use an intercept-only model as we do not have spatial covariates. We use a flat prior for each β Y | k and conventional prior specifications for other parameters, so that the sub-model for age is
Here again, we opt to fix φ Y so that the effective range is half the maximum distance between any two points in our original dataset. To estimate the intensity and age surfaces, we use n * = 72 knots, allowing n * g = n * pp while also ensuring n * < n k for all k.
We generate L = 100 synthetic datasets, each comprised of N individuals. To do so, we follow the approach described in Section 3, replacing the normal model with the truncated Poisson model. For the pool of candidate synthetic locations, we sample locations from a 50 × 50 grid, as we do not have a list of all possible locations in Durham. We generate synthetic ages from the appropriate posterior predictive distribution, which given parameter draws takes the form 16, 98] .
To evaluate the utility of the synthetic data, we first compare the synthetic and original locations with the L function. Figure 1 displays the comparison for white males with less than a high school education whose cause of death was not due to cancer or some failure of the immune system; similar findings hold for the remaining 23 groups. For h ≥ .04, L † (h) from the synthetic data is similar to L(h) from the confidential data, indicating that the synthetic data accurately reflect the degree of clustering in the real data for these values of h. When h < .04, L † (h) slightly underestimates L(h) from the confidential data. This bias may be due to the discontinuity in K † (h) resulting from generating data on a 50 × 50 grid.
We next evaluate two analyses involving the marks. First, we fit a Poisson regression of age on the set of K indicator variables for each categorical mark combination, i.e.,
where Group i is an integer between 1 and 24 denoting which combination of race, gender, education level, and cause of death the individual belongs to. Figure 2 (a) displays the estimated coefficients from this regression for both the synthetic and confidential data. Here, we use the methods from Reiter (2003) to form inferences from the synthetic data. The inferences from the synthetic data are quite similar to those based on the confidential data.
Second, we fit a logistic regression of cause of death on race, sex, and education level and their interactions; i.e., we let Group2 i be an integer between 1 and 12 denoting which combination of race, gender, and education level each individual belongs to and assume
Figure 2(b) displays the estimated coefficients from the synthetic and confidential data. Once again, the synthetic data inferences are similar to the confidential data inferences. Of note, the cause of death in females without a high school education -in both white and black populations (groups 7 and 10 in Figure 2 (b), respectively) -is significantly less likely to be cancer-related than it is for the rest of the population.
These evaluations of data utility suggest that the synthesizer can generate data with useful analytic properties. Of course, it is prudent for agencies to evaluate the quality of synthetic data on a much wider class of representative analyses; see Reiter and Drechsler (2010) for further discussion of this issue. We also require the synthesizer to generate synthetic data with reasonably low inferential disclosure risks. To evaluate this, we use the risk measures in (8) and (9). As shown in Figure 2 (c), all 6294 individuals in the confidential data have estimated levels of Type S and Type A risk less than 0.20 when using s = 0.02
(roughly 1/4 of a mile) and a = 5 years. Furthermore, many of the individuals who we identify as being at the highest risk are simply those from the most frequently observed subpopulations in the data. Given the nature of these data, it is quite possible that a number of these individuals resided in assisted living facilities in which a number of elderly persons with similar racial and socioeconomic backgrounds live.
Discussion
In addition to providing fully synthetic data with potentially high utility, there are several other benefits to the hierarchical marked point process approach. This approach allows one to model the various intensity surfaces and the response surface(s) in parallel (whether or not one fixes the spatial range parameter, φ), yielding substantial benefits both computationally and in terms of model simplicity. In contrast, modeling a single intensity surface and jointly modeling a large number of responses would result in a substantially higher computational burden. In fact, even devising a joint model for all of the marks would pose a challenge (e.g., modeling gender as a function of location, age, race, education, and cause of death). Although the methodology is intended to generate fully synthetic datasets, agencies can easily adapt the procedures to generate partially synthetic data. A natural option would be to reorganize the modeling strategy such that sensitive attributes are modeled conditionally on the non-sensitive data. For instance, it may be the case that only the individuals' locations are deemed sensitive; in this case, we could define the intensity surfaces in Section 2 as functions of the non-categorical marks as well as the categorical marks. While intuitive structures for modeling these intensity surfaces can be difficult to define, the end result would be similar to the CART-based approach used by Wang and Reiter (2012) .
These methods could naturally be extended to the spatio-temporal setting. In its simplest form, one could treat time as discrete (e.g., weekly incidents of a communicable disease) and consider each time-point as a separate categorical mark. The case of continuous time is more challenging, both in the modeling stage and in the generation of synthetic data.
While one could treat space-time as a 3-dimensional object, generating synthetic spacetime coordinates could easily require evaluating the 3-dimensional "intensity object" at over 100,000 different space-time proposal coordinates. For our example, we used a 50×50 grid of spatial locations; expanding this to include 50 time-points suddenly requires 125,000 unique space-time coordinates. This is a subject of future research.
Another area for future work is to provide a comprehensive investigation of what to do when disclosure risks are deemed unacceptably high. For example, inferential disclosure risks may be unacceptably high when the models overfit the data or when the confidential data consist of relatively homogeneous clusters of individuals. In these cases, we speculate that agencies may need to incorporate differential amounts of spatial smoothing for locations and cases at high risk. Obviously, the challenge here will be to further reduce disclosure risks without sacrificing data utility. Figure 1: Selected figures for white males with less than a high school education whose cause of death was not due to cancer or some failure of the immune system from the Durham, NC mortality data. Panel (a) displays locations of the observations from the true dataset while panel (b) displays the geographies from one of our synthetic datasets, both overlayed on our estimated intensity surface where off-white denotes low intensity and red denotes high. Panel (c) displays L(h) over a range of values of h for our true (dashed red line) and synthetic data (black line), along with the pointwise empirical 95% CI from the synthetic data (gray band). Circles denote mean estimates while bars denote the 95% CI. Estimates from the real data are displayed in black (the leftmost interval in each pair), while estimates obtained from the synthetic data are displayed in red (the rightmost interval in each pair). Panel (c) plots the estimated Type S Risk versus the estimate Type A Risk. Estimates shown here are the medians of the values of (8) and (9) over our 100 synthetic datasets.
